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Abstract
Rising inequality in income, wealth and consumption has received a good deal of public attention
in the past years. At the same time, also macroeconomists are more and more interested in
inequality as they have expanded their models to incorporate heterogeneity in the household
sector. We supply these models with empirical benchmarks for their calibration and contribute to
the understanding of the reasons underlying the trends in inequality. Specifically, we employ a
variance decomposition and estimate life-cycle profiles of inequality in income, consumption and
wealth based on two measures of inequality. We deepen the discussion on wealth inequality by
evaluating the relative importance of savings, portfolio choice and inheritances for the
accumulation of wealth. To do so, we project active and passive savings based on the observed
saving and investment behavior of synthetic cohorts from the German Income and Expenditure
Survey (EVS).
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I. Introduction
The term inequality seems to have a purely negative connotation when we look at the public
debate about rising inequality. Especially in continental Europe, there is a vigorous public and
political debate about the need and possible ways to mitigate the effects which are largely
ascribed to globalization. This debate is only to a minor degree based on scientific results despite
that fact that there is a substantial literature on inequality that reaches back into the 1960s.
However, the sources of rising inequality are still not very well understood. Further, natural
components in the observed trends, which may e.g. be induced by changes in the population
structure, by the globalization, or by skill-biased technological change have received rather little
attention so far.
At the same time macroeconomists have been largely ignorant to the matter of inequality in the
past. Incorporating heterogeneity into their quantitative models has only recently become
possible with the availability of sufficiently powerful computers. With the grown opportunities to
refine the quantitative models there is a growing need for empirical benchmarks for the
calibration of these models.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we document the trends in income, consumption and
wealth inequality in Germany over the past 25 years. While this has been done in the past e.g. by
Becker and Hauser (2003), the goal of our work in collaboration with a large community of
international researchers is to provide results for a variety of countries based on common
definitions.1 We thereby aim to provide an empirical benchmark for future macroeconomic
models. Given the popularity of OLG models for capturing the characteristics of aging
economies, we put a special focus on the analysis of inequality in a life-cycle context.
Understanding the sources of rising inequality, however, seems especially important also for the
assessment of the need for political action against rising inequality. We therefore compare the
trends in inequality from the raw data to the remaining inequality after filtering out structural
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The results documented in this paper are closely comparable to our work for the joint project “cross-sectional facts

for macroeconomists (CFM)”. The project, initiated by Dirk Krüger, Fabrizio Perri, Luigi Pistaferri, and Gianluca
Violante includes empirical work from 10 countries. In collaboration with Nicola Fuchs-Schündeln and Dirk Krüger
we provide the German contribution to the project. The chapters four and five of this paper contain the EVS
analyses which we also provide for the CFM-project, but without the sample restriction applied in the CFM project.
Specifically, we restrict the sample for the CFM-project to households headed by a 25 to 60 year old. Accordingly,
also the life-cycle analyses focus only this age-band. For our analysis, we extend the focus over all age-groups.
Section six of this paper provides an independent analysis, which is not part of the CFM-project and based on joint
interests with Tilman Eichstädt.
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changes in the population structure. Procedurally, we employ a variance decomposition to obtain
trends in residual inequality. Similar exercises have been carried out e.g. by Schwarze (1996) who
uses a Theil decomposition to assess the effects of the German reunification on the national
trends in income inequality.
While a considerable literature has investigated possible drivers behind income inequality, deeper
analyses of the backgrounds to wealth inequality are rare. Among the few exceptions are the
analyses by Hendricks (2007) and Scholz (2003). Hendricks estimates discount rates from lifecycle wealth data and uses the estimated preference parameters to predict wealth inequality. He
finds differences in discount rate heterogeneity to significantly improve the predictions of wealth
inequality from life-cycle models except for the top of the wealth distribution. Overall, his results
support the view that life-cycle savings can account for a large part of wealth inequality.
Therefore, demographic changes may be among the drivers of wealth inequality. We concur with
Scholz (2003) who argues that looking at changes in the cross-sectional distribution of wealth, we
are unable to understand the evolution of household wealth and thus receive an inaccurate view
on the evolution of wealth inequality. While Scholz focuses on a comparison of the wealth
accumulation of the baby boom generation with their parents, our goal is a more general one. We
aim to present a stylized pattern of wealth accumulation in a life-cycle context and assess the
relative importance of active and passive savings as well as inheritances at different parts of the
income distribution and different ages.
The paper is organized as follows. We start out in section two with conceptual considerations
about economic inequality and deduce the variables and definitions employed in the subsequent
analyses. Section three shortly describes the data we use for our analysis. Section four presents
the aggregate trends in the levels of income, consumption and wealth and the respective trends in
inequality. We then turn to the decomposition of inequality in section five. We start with a crosssectional perspective on the parts of inequality connected to observable household characteristics
before we then turn to the life-cycle effects in inequality which. Section six is dedicated to our
analysis of the different drivers behind wealth accumulation in a life-cycle context. Section seven
concludes.
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II. Conceptual considerations about inequality
Focusing on economic measures of wellbeing we certainly disregard a variety of dimensions
which might be important for comprehensive assessment of differential wellbeing in a society.
Important examples are the value of health and of social networks. While the contribution of
such non-financial factors to individual welfare is non-trivial to quantify, also the right
measurement of economic inequality has received considerable attention the literature. Income,
consumption and wealth have all been employed and depending on the research question at hand
the choice of different variables is only well-founded.
We aim to provide a rather general survey of differential wellbeing in a life-cycle context and
therefore present evidence on all three measures. Furthermore, all three could be employed for
the evaluation of macroeconomic models. Before turning to the actual analyses, we shortly
discuss the significance of income, consumption and wealth inequality with respect to individual
welfare and introduce the data we use.

II.1

Income

The link between income and wellbeing is an indirect one. Given that economists usually
consider wellbeing a synonym for utility and utility to be derived from consumption and leisure,
income does not seem the measure of choice. At the same time income is rather easy to measure
and can be interpreted as a measure of immediate consumption opportunities. The obvious
income measure is therefore disposable (post-government) income, which we define as the sum of gross
work and asset income plus private and public transfers net of taxes and contributions to the
social security system. For an assessment of the redistributive effects of the government sector it
might further be interesting to compare pre- and post-government income, as it is done by
Schwarze (1996). In the literature, also analyses focusing on certain income components have
received some attention. Especially research questions with respect to the labor market have
investigated the distribution of gross work income and wages. Recent example for the case of
Germany are Becker (2006) and Gernandt and Pfeiffer (2006). Both lines of research are beyond
the purpose of this paper.2
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In Fuchs-Schündeln et al. (2008) we focus on the working age population and provide comparative analyses of

inequality in pre- and post-government income as well as work income and wages.
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II.2

Consumption

As mentioned above, income is not necessarily a good measure of actual wellbeing. Consumption
smoothing over the life-cycle as first suggested by Modigliani and Brumberg (1954) as well as
home production (Gronau, 1976) blur the link between income and consumption utility.
Although consumption is much more directly linked to individual wellbeing, measuring inequality
in consumption is not suited to thoroughly solve the problems. First, the issues around
unaccounted utility from home production persist. Second, theory suggests that utility is not
linear in consumption expenditures and may further depend on leisure. Third, consumption
expenditures need not coincide with derived utility. This is especially the case for durable goods
like cars or furniture. While it would conceptually be possible to distribute consumption utility of
durable goods over their life-time, this is rarely done in practise. One of the main reasons is that
most surveys lack information on the value of durable goods in the household.3 Further,
household expenditures for durables tend to occur irregularly and infrequently. As a
consequence, the usual time frame over which household consumption is recorded is too short to
receive a comprehensive picture of durable consumption.4 For an assessment of consumption
inequality it is therefore common practise to focus on non-durable consumption and we follow
this approach.5

II.3

Wealth

Thinking about inequality in utility, analyses of wealth inequality seem out of place at the first
thought. To the extent that wealth is ultimately used for consumption purposes, we should care
about consumption inequality at the time of usage rather than about wealth itself. Given that we
cannot measure future consumption, wealth may serve as a good proxy. Especially in the context
of private old age provision, utility from wealth can be quantified, e.g. by converting projected
net wealth at retirement into a lifelong annuity. An exact quantification would then depend
largely on assumptions about certain probabilities, most importantly survival and changes to the
household composition. In the subsequent analysis we assume that wealth will eventually be used
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This also applies to the available household data in Germany and in our case the data from the German Income

and Expenditure Survey (EVS). Specifically, the EVS contains only information on the number of selected durables,
like cars, dishwashers, etc., but none about their value.
4

For a discussion of the possible effects of the switch from an annual household diary to quarterly data in the EVS

between 1993 and 1998 on consumption inequality see Sommer (2008).
5

The construction of a harmonized definition of non-durable consumption in the EVS is documented in Sommer

(2008).
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for consumption in an unaltered household context.6 Furthermore we abstract from survival
probabilities and thereby implicitly aim at the expected present discounted value of future
consumption derived from a fair annuity. It is unclear, however, whether all wealth will actually
be employed for retirement consumption or if it will be handed on – unused – to the next
generation. As reverse mortgages remain to be rarely used to convert housing wealth into
additional income, this argument seems especially applicable for real estate wealth. To account
for the questionable use of housing wealth in this context, we present results for inequality in net
financial wealth and net total wealth.
Based on the above procedure, we largely disregard utility which wealth may provide by its plain
existence. In fact, wealth may facilitate access to the credit market and thereby generate
opportunities. Furthermore, – through the above credit channel or by itself – wealth may
facilitate consumption smoothing and thereby lead to higher lifetime utility.7 In practise, it is quite
difficult to quantify the utility from these functions of wealth. We would have to make
assumptions about the magnitude and the incidence of income fluctuations. Furthermore,
different kinds of wealth are differently suitable to fill the various functions. Real estate wealth,
for instance, is highly valued as a collateral for credit, yet it provides essentially no bufferstock
function against income fluctuations. There is, however, a third channel through which wealth
may provide utility. Specifically, wealth may take the form of consumer durables like in the case
of an owner occupied dwelling. In this case, we measure the derived utility by including the rental
value of the residence in income and consumption.

6

An alternative assumption would be that only the adult household members will ultimately use the existing wealth

for retirement consumption. This would imply the application of an equivalence scale which disregards children in
the household. At the same time, financial support of the children, e.g. for their education, and inter-vivos transfers
may be good reasons not to neglect the presence of children in the household.
7

The importance of wealth for consumption smoothing has been assessed by Carrol and Samwick (1998) who

estimate the share of wealth accumulated for this purpose to attain up to 46 percent of total wealth.
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III. Data
Inequality analyses foremost require a sufficiently large dataset. Whereas means can reasonably
well be estimated from a rather smaller sample, being interested also in the dispersion and the
tails of a distribution implies much higher demands on the dataset. For our purpose of analyzing
inequality in a life-cycle context, we would ideally employ a long series of panel data covering
income, consumption and wealth. This would not only allow us to separate age- and cohorteffects but even provide the ground for mobility analyses.
Only two German data sets fulfill the requirements with respect to a sufficient sample size and a
sufficient time series. A comparison of the German Socioeconomic Panel (GSOEP) and the
German Income and Expenditure Survey (EVS) which have both been used for a variety of
inequality analyses is provided by Becker et al. (2002). The German Socioeconomic Panel
(GSOEP) reaches back to 1984 and offers a sample size of up to 12’000 households.
Furthermore a high-income sample has been added in 2003 which enhances analyses with respect
to the rich. Fuchs-Schündeln et al. (2008) employ the GSOEP for an analysis of income and
wage inequality. Unfortunately, wealth has only become part of the questionnaire in recent years
and consumption is untapped by the GSOEP.8
We therefore rely on the German Income and Expenditure Survey (EVS), which covers income,
consumption and wealth even at slightly more detail. The sample size of roughly 40’000-60’000
households per year has predestined the German Income and Expenditure Survey (EVS) for
inequality analyses already in the past (see e.g. Hauser and Stein (2001), Hauser (2003), Becker
and Hauser (2003)). The main downside of the EVS is certainly that it consists of independent
cross-sections rather than a panel. Of the EVS cross-sections, which started in 1962/63, we
employ the available scientific use files from the years 1978 through 2003 for our analysis. The
survey was implemented at five year intervals so that we have six cross-sections available.
Comparability of the surveys over time has been a secondary concern for the Federal Statistical
Office behind adding recent developments in consumption and income and improving the
survey conceptually. A large deal of the implied issues can be dealt with by imputation and
harmonization procedures which are documented in Sommer (2008). Sommer also discusses the
effects of two important structural problems in the EVS: Specifically, the Federal Statistical
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Among the other German surveys especially the SAVE survey stands out with a comprehensive questionnaire on

savings and wealth. Its sample size of roughly 2000 households and the still short panel dimension of 5 years
between 2001 and 2007 are unsuitable for our purposes though.
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Office applies a sampling threshold which has been shown to limit the ability of the EVS to
capture the top income households (Merz, 2003). It seems questionable though to what extent
other German surveys are more successful in capturing the very top of the income distribution.9
To compensate for the differences in the default thresholds over time, we apply an indexation to
the threshold and disregard observations above the most constraining threshold which was
applied in 1988. Overall, this leads to dropping 53 observations out of a total 267’434 in all six
cross-sections.10 The second important structural change concerns the household diary which is
employed for the collection of income and consumption data. To reduce the time and effort on
behalf of the participating households, the diary was switched from an annual to a quarterly one
between 1993 and 1998. We can expect the distributions of income and consumption to be
affected by these changes. However, the dimensions of the consequences are hard to quantify
and will likely differ strongly by the variable under scrutiny. Unfortunately, little can be done to
correct for the possible bias in the distribution of projected annual measures.11 Instead,
comparative analyses of the pre-1998 data with the more recent data should involve careful
interpretation.

9

Sommer (2008) shows that the GSOEP contains only a handful of households above this threshold even after the

inclusion of the GSOEP-high-income sample. This indicates that there is simply not much hope of learning more
about the very top of the German income distribution from the existing data.
10

A comparison of our correction procedure to a procedure proposed by Hauser (2006) is provided in Sommer

(2008). In that paper, we also address the effects of the two correction procedures on the distribution of selected
variables.
11

We discuss the direction and size of the expected bias in Sommer (2008)
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IV. Trends in inequality in Germany
Before we turn to the actual investigation of the determinants of inequality and with a special
focus on inequality over the life-cycle we document the trends in the levels of income,
consumption and wealth and describe the evolution of their dispersion over the last decades.

IV.1 Trends in household income, consumption and wealth
Income and consumption in Germany have grown at a slow but steady pace over most of the last
25 years. Based on the EVS data we estimate a compound annual growth rate of per capita nondurable consumption of 1.2 or 0.8 percent in real terms, depending on whether we include
housing expenditures in non-durable consumption or not.12 Average disposable income per
capita has grown at a similar rate of roughly 1 percent per year (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: Trends in average per capita income and non-durable consumption
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The definition of housing expenditures also includes hypothetical rent of owner occupiers. A full description of

the expenditures included in our definition of non-durable consumption is given in Sommer (2008).
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Figure 2 displays how average per capita net financial and net total wealth have evolved over the
last decades. The growth in financial wealth appears much less impressive at first sight, but
starting from much lower levels financial wealth has actually seen higher compound annual
growth rates. Specifically, financial wealth has grown by an average 2.5 percent per year, whereas
total wealth has grown by only 2.07 percent, indicating the somewhat lower growth rates of net
real wealth. As a consequence, the share of wealth in financial assets has grown by about 3
percentage points to roughly 31 percent in 2003.
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Figure 2: Trends in per capita net wealth
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Source: own calculations based on the EVS 1978-2003
Overall, income, consumption, and wealth have all seen rather slow growth over the last decades,
especially in comparison with international figures.13 Note, that looking at household levels rather
than per capita figures, the above growth rates are reduced further as the average household size
in Germany has declined over the last decades from about 2.5 individuals per household in 1978
to 2.1 in 2003.

13

The OECD (2008) provides comparative time series for household income and consumption. For wealth, we draw

our information from the other country chapters of the project “cross-sectional facts for macroeconomists”.
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IV.2 Trends in inequality
While the previous section has documented that the historical growth rates in Germany are far
from impressive, the rather generous public safety net has traditionally a reputation of achieving
more favorable results with respect to inequality. Given that our results are based on data until
2003, we expect little if any effects of the recent reforms to the social security system on the
below trends in inequality.
Before turning to the actual trends in inequality we need to make a choice how to measure
inequality. Inequality not being a technical term there are different conceptions of what it takes
for a distribution to become more equal or unequal. A large variety of inequality measures has
been suggested in the literature, each of them with different characteristics when it comes to
capturing different aspects of inequality.14 For our analysis we focus on the Gini coefficient and
the variance of the logarithmized variables of interest. We are aware that other inequality
measures are more sensitive e.g. towards inequality at the bottom of a distribution which may
especially be a matter of public concern. We nevertheless employ the Gini for its traditional use
in the literature and the variance as it is rather intuitive and straightforward to decompose.
For all inequality analyses, we refer to what is commonly denoted as equivalized income,
consumption and wealth.15 Using household figures, individuals in households with several
income earners would be attributed proportionally higher levels of welfare than individuals in
households with just one earner. The other extreme would be the use of per-capita data, which
disregards returns to scale in consumption. While the first approach will lead to an
overestimation of individual wellbeing in all households but single households, the second would
equivalently cause an underestimation. The use of equivalence scales therefore aims to integrate
the concept of individual utility and consumption in a context where individuals may draw utility
from public goods within the household. A variety of adjustment scales have been proposed in
the literature. We rely on the OECD equivalence scale which is widely accepted in the literature.16
Given that we employ a pseudo-individual measure based on household data, we have to adjust
the household weights accordingly. Specifically, we multiply the weight of a household by the

14

For an overview over the most common inequality measures see e.g. Coudouel et al. (2002)

15

The equivalization of wealth data is highly debated in the literature and depends strongly on the assumptions of

the use of wealth. As noted in the previous section, we rely on the assumption that wealth is ultimately used for
consumption purposes in an unaltered household context. Alternative adjustments e.g. by the number of adult
household members implicitly assume that children in the household will not draw utility from the existing stock of
wealth.
16

The OECD equivalence scale attributes a value of 1 to the first household member. For each additional adult and

underage household member in the household 0.7 and 0.5 are added respectively.
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number of its members to ensure that individuals receive equal weight independent of the size of
the household they live in.

Income inequality
No matter whether we measure income inequality by the variance of log income or by the Gini
coefficient, we find a clear increase in inequality between the late 1970s and the late 1990s (see
figure 3). Between 1998 and 2003, both measures indicate a drop in income inequality back to the
level of 1993. Two structural breaks are to be kept in mind. The 1993 data is the first to include
also East German households. The changes in inequality within the western and eastern states as
well as between the two formerly separated economies have first been investigated by Schwarze
(1996) for the years 1990-92. He finds a strong growth in income inequality in the eastern states
which is overcompensated by a general catching up of the East with the West. It turns out that
the increase in income inequality in the East has continued through the rest of the 1990s as we
document in Fuchs-Schündeln et al. (2008). Our analyses based on the GSOEP support the
finding from the EVS that the increase in disposable income inequality for the unified country
has come to a halt.
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Figure 3: Trends in income inequality, Gini coefficient and variance of log income
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Source: own calculations based on the EVS 1978-2003
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Furthermore there is the switch from annual to quarterly income data in the EVS between 1993
and 1998. It may explain part of the jump in inequality between 1993 and 1998 which seems
somewhat larger than what Fuchs-Schündeln et al. (2008) find based on the GSOEP. Their work
differs from ours in two aspects: While they focus on the working age-population, we impose no
restrictions with respect to age. Further, they employ traditional household weights, where we
adjust the weights according to the household size. It turns out that the trends in inequality are
quite similar. The level of inequality reported by Fuchs-Schündeln et al. is consistently higher
though. Specifically, they report a variance of log disposable income which is about 0.1 higher,
roughly 0.03 of which can be attributed to the use of different weights.

Consumption inequality
Like for income inequality, our two inequality measures yield comparable results. Starting in 1978,
we find the degree of non-durable consumption inequality in the same order of magnitude as for
income (see figure 4). At the same time, the increase over time turns out to be slightly smaller,
especially when we exclude housing expenditures from our definition of non-durable
consumption. Looking first at non-durables including housing, consumption inequality has been
essentially constant throughout the pre-unification phase. For 1993 and 1998 we observe a small
increase in inequality before inequality level recede almost to their pre-unification levels in 2003.
Excluding expenditures for housing in our definition of non-durable consumption the trend in
inequality roughly follows what we observe for disposable income although the consumption
trend is more irregular between 1978 and 1998. We observe a first increase in inequality in the
late 1980s and a second one for 1998. The drop in inequality between 1998 and 2003 is
consistently found for both consumption definitions and matches our findings for disposable
income.
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Figure 4: Trends in consumption inequality, Gini coefficient and variance of log consumption
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Wealth inequality17
Inequality in total net wealth has distinctly increased between 1978 and 1993 and leveled off in
subsequent years. The increase in the Gini between 1978 and 1993 amounts to roughly 4
percentage points. Again, the results differ only slightly looking at the two different inequality
measures. An exception is the slump in the Gini coefficient for the year 1988 which is unmatched
by the variance of log wealth (see figure 5).
Inequality in net financial wealth has seen an even steeper increase, especially in the Gini, which
has increased by almost 10 percentage points between 1978 and 1998 and has only leveled off
between 1998 and 2003. The increase in inequality measured by the variance of log wealth has
been somewhat more moderate. Here, the trend towards higher inequality has not come to a halt
though.
17

Note, that real estate wealth and wealth in life insurance contracts are fully imputed for the years 1978 through

1988 based on structural information drawn from the 1993 cross-section. The imputation procedures have been
carefully chosen to avoid the transmission of undesired distributional characteristics from the 1993 cross-section to
the earlier years. Nevertheless, comparisons of distributional characteristics over time should keep this in mind. A
full documentation of the imputation procedures is given in Sommer (2008).
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Figure 5: Trends in net wealth inequality, Gini coefficient and variance of log wealth
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Overall we find a much stronger increase in inequality for wealth than for income and
consumption. Given that income and wealth are positively correlated, this comes with little
surprise, as the existing income inequality is transmitted to wealth through savings. The stronger
inequality growth in financial wealth coincides with higher growth rates as we have presented in
the first part of this section. We postpone the question to what extent income, savings and
wealth appreciation are the drivers behind rising wealth inequality to section six.
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V. Decomposing the trends in inequality
Having looked at the aggregate trends in inequality, we now aim to get a deeper understanding of
the sources of inequality. We are especially interested in inequality connected to observable
household characteristics, as the results can directly be transferred to the introduction of
heterogeneous households in macroeconomic models.
Today’s standard of modeling economies with a changing demography is to employ an OLG
model. The prime characteristic of these models is their setup of the household sector. Rather
than using one representative household, they include heterogeneity of households in age. A set
of representative households born in different years optimizes over their respective life-cycles.
Consequently, differences in the population age-structure are one of the key household
characteristics for our decomposition of aggregate inequality. Further examples are differences in
household types and heterogeneity in human capital endowments. That differences in human
capital endowments can account for a large part of variation in lifetime utility has been shown by
Hugget et al. (2006, 2007) as well as by Keane and Wolpin (1997). Ludwig et al. (2007) are an
example where such differences in human capital endowment are included into an OLG
framework. The empirical benchmarks for the calibration or the evaluation of such models
should therefore include the above dimensions of household heterogeneity. For our below
analysis of inequality in Germany, we additionally include a distinction of households from the
Eastern and the Western states. This is inevitable as since 1990 the population consists of two
quite heterogeneous parts which have assimilated over time but hitherto remain somewhat
different.
While all of the above household characteristics may be related to inequality, few if any of them
can be influenced by political action. Furthermore, to the extent that natural changes in these
characteristics are responsible for rising inequality there should be little reason for concern.
Possible examples are the trend towards smaller households, especially single households, the
German Reunification and the transition of the East German economy, as well as population
aging. Where the public and political debate about rising inequality is founded on scientific results
little thought is given to such natural trends and differences in inequality. We therefore also aim
to strengthen these aspects with new scientific results. An example where public policy will
induce rising inequality concerns the recent pension reforms. As the level of public pensions is
reduced and replaced accordingly by private savings, wealth inequality will inevitably increase. It
is important to understand that this will be case even if the ultimate distribution of retirement
incomes remains unchanged.
16

Before vivifying the above questions with empirical results, it is helpful to think conceptually
about the mechanisms in inequality trends. We show using the example of a variance
decomposition that the above changes to the population structure are only one dimension of the
possible drivers behind changing inequality. In fact, the total variance in period t, σ t2 , can be
written as the weighted sum of the variances within the k population subgroups plus a term
driven by the differences between the subgroups’ means and the overall population mean µ t (see
equation (1)).

σ t2 = ∑ (ϕ kt ⋅ σ kt2 ) + ∑ (ϕ kt µ kt2 ) − µ t2
k

(1)

k

where

1 N
µt = ∑ xit
N i =1
1 N
µ kt =
∑ x jt
N kt j =1
k

ϕkt ≡

N kt
Nt

σ kt2 =

1 N
(xit − xkt )2
∑
N kt i∈k
kt

Hence, three components may induce changes to the aggregate level of inequality: First, there
may be changes in the means of population subgroups. A classic example is the catching up of
the East German economy over the last decades. Second, the level of inequality within
population subgroups may change over time. With the rise in inequality within a population
subgroup, this carries forward also to the aggregate. Also this second component has played an
important role for inequality levels of post-unification Germany. Specifically, inequality in income
and consumption has been on the rise in the eastern parts of Germany in the aftermath of the
reunification. Third, shifts in the population share of the individual subgroups affect aggregate
inequality. The change in a group’s weight operates through both of the above channels. If a
relatively unequal population subgroup gains weight, also aggregate inequality will increase.
Similarly, inequality will rise if subgroups with a group specific average far from the population
average gain weight. Equation (2) describes the above formally.
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∆σ t2 = ∑ (ϕ kt ⋅ (∆µ k2 − ∆µ 2 )) + ∑ (ϕ kt ⋅ ∆σ k2 )
k

k

+ ∑ (∆ϕ k ⋅ σ kt2 +1 ) + ∑ (∆ϕ k ⋅ (µ kt2 +1 − µ t2+1 ))
k

(2)

k

In the following, we present selected results on the drivers behind aggregate inequality. We start
with a regression based analysis of the cross-sectional variance in income, consumption and
wealth. By construction, we thereby focus on the variance explained by differences in the
explanatory variables – in our case key household characteristics. Where applicable, we
complement the discussion of the results by facts about the changes in inequality within the
respective population subgroups. In the second part of this section, we address the changes in
inequality over the life-cycle.

V.1

The importance of sociodemographics for cross-sectional inequality

To get a first impression of the influence of heterogeneity across households on inequality we
analyse, what part of the cross-sectional variance in income, consumption and wealth can be
explained by differences between observable household characteristics. To do so, we specify a
simple regression model for log income, consumption and wealth. Explanatory variables are the
household composition, the age, gender and job education of the household head, as well as the
place of residence in the East or in the West. As we include the household composition in the
decomposition, we revert to household level data, i.e. we do not apply an equivalization to the
data.
Figures 6-9 display what parts of the cross-sectional variance in log disposable household income,
log consumption, and log wealth can be explained by the observable household characteristics
mentioned above. We add the residual variance as a point of reference. For a comparison of the
decompositions of the early cross-sections (1978-88) and the later cross-sections two important
changes are to be kept in mind:
First, there is the addition of the Eastern German population in 1993. The regional dummy will
only capture the added variance from the differences in means between the two subsamples. As
Schwarze (1996) and Fuchs-Schündeln et al. (2008) show, differences in inequality within the
respective parts of the country play an important role for the evolution of inequality at the
national level though. We will discuss the effects of the reunification further in the context of the
actual results.
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Second, educational attainment is missing in the analysis of the pre-unification years for
availability reasons. Thus for the years 1978 to 1988, the dispersion caused by differences in
education will be subsumed in the explained variance of correlated variables and in the residual
variance. Although the addition of education complicates the comparability of results over time,
we decided to add education where possible, as the addition of heterogeneity in education has
become a standard extension of macroeconomic models.

Decomposition of income inequality
Among the household characteristics included in the decomposition, only differences in the
household composition account for a considerable part of the variance in log disposable income
(see figure 6). Evidently, the variance connected to differences in the household composition
increases over time. It turns out that this is largely caused by the proliferation of households at
the extremes of the income distribution. The key reason is the trend towards single households.
The incomes of single households have seen above average growth rates between 1978 and 2003
but remain at the bottom of the income distribution. At the same time, the share of single
households in the population has increased by roughly one third from 27.7 percent in 1978 to
38.8 percent in 2003. The increased number of single households has therefore overcompensated the inequality reducing effects of favorable income growth among single
households.
Noteworthy are also the regional dummy and the educational attainment of the household head.
Both explain about a third of the variance explained by differences in the household type. While
the explanatory power of education is fairly constant over time, the importance of the East/West
distinction decreases considerably, indicating that the gap between disposable incomes in East
and West Germany has shrunk. The effects of different levels of inequality within the respective
regions are apparent in the slump in the residual variance in 1993. At that time, the level of
inequality within the East was still substantially smaller than in the West, causing a drop in
inequality at the national level.
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Figure 6: Decomposition of the variance of log disposable household income
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Source: own calculations based on the EVS 1978-2003

Decomposition of consumption inequality
The pictures for income and consumption inequality look quite alike (see figure 7). The main
difference is the smaller and decreasing residual variance in consumption where we had observed
a slight increase in the residual variance for income.
Like for income, differences in the household composition explain a great deal of consumption
inequality. Education has a constant explanatory power in a similar order of magnitude as for
income. However, there is little direct reason why education should matter as much for
consumption as it does for income. An exception might be a higher willingness of higher
educated households to invest in further education, quality food and health. Yet it seems much
more likely, that differences in income related to different educational attainments carry over to
consumption possibilities and ultimately to expenditures. The same argument can be transferred
to our regional distinction. In fact, the variance connected to the differences in consumption and
income between the East and the West has more than halved between 1993 and 2003. We omit
the corresponding graph for our alternative definition of non-durable consumption for brevity as
the results show no remarkable differences.
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Decomposition of wealth inequality
Last, we turn to the question what part of the wealth dispersion can be explained by observable
differences between households. Figure 8 strikingly illustrates, that none of the household
characteristics employed in the decomposition accounts for a relevant part of financial wealth
inequality. Among the tightly cramped lines at the bottom of the graph, only age and the
East/West distinction catch the eye. Concretely, a small but increasing part of the variance is
connected to the age-structure of the population. At the same time, the differences in wealth
holdings between West and East have declined over time, as observed previously for income and
consumption. Also for net total wealth, the observed household characteristics explain rather
little of the overall dispersion (see figure 9). Again, the East/West dummy explains a certain but
diminishing part of the variance in total wealth, age a similar, though slightly increasing amount.
The remarkable difference comparing the variance in net financial and net total wealth concerns
the role of differences in household composition. Only for total wealth, variation in wealth levels
across household types plays a role. The reason is differential home ownership across household
types: In fact, only about 26 percent among households with one adult own real estate, but 54
and 72 percent of the households with two and three adults respectively.
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Figure 8: Decomposition of the variance of log net financial wealth
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Figure 9: Decomposition of the variance of log net total wealth
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V.2

Evolution of inequality over the life-cycle

Overall, the above cross-sectional decompositions of inequality in income, consumption and
wealth have revealed a number of important coherences. A substantial part of the dispersion in
income and consumption is connected to different household types, which highlights the
necessity to employ an equivalence scale in the assessment of inequality. Further, looking at the
national trends in inequality in Germany, it is important to account for the German reunification.
While the effects of the reunification are rather well understood, much less is known about the
effects of a changing population age-structure.
In the introduction of this section, we have proposed a general structure for the factors behind
changes in inequality. We now apply these to the context of an aging society using the example of
income inequality. The transfer to consumption and wealth inequality is straightforward.
First, there are differences in average income across age-groups which we typically think of as the
life-cycle income profile. It exhibits a hump shape with a steep increase over the first decades in
the work force. Around age 50, average income levels off before it declines for the following agegroups due to rising unemployment rates and early retirement. Income levels drop considerably
between age 60 and 65, as the cohort gradually goes into retirement. Thereafter, average income
is essentially flat for the oldest age-groups. If the life-cycle income profile grew steeper with
larger distances of the average income of certain age-groups to the overall average, this would
ceteris paribus increase the overall level of inequality. However, the results from the crosssectional decomposition above indicate that differences between age-groups play only a minor
role for the overall level of income inequality.
Second, the level of inequality within the individual age-groups may increase. Thinkable reasons
would be a rising dispersion in market wages or hours worked. Given that we are looking at postgovernment income also the government sector may play a role. Examples would be changes in
the income tax scheme or in the payment of government transfers.
Third and last, the population age-structure may change and thereby shift weight to or from agegroups with extremely low or extremely high income levels. In the same manner, population
weight may be shifted from rather unequal age-groups to more equal ones and vice versa. If fact,
the retirement of the baby-boom generation will shift weight away from the highest income agegroups. Whether inequality among the working age-population is higher or lower compared to
the first post-retirement age-groups is to be determined in the subsequent analysis. Unless the
inequality age-profile is flat, gradual effects on the distribution of incomes and consumption can
be expected as more and more baby-boomers retire.
In the following, we focus on differences in inequality between age-groups to assess the possible
effects of changes to the population age structure on aggregate inequality. To elicit an age-profile
23

in inequality from our synthetic panel data, we have to take a stand with respect to time- and
cohort effects.18 We alternatively assume time- and cohort-effects to be zero and compare the
resulting age-profiles.
Specifically, we estimate for both inequality measures I an OLS regression including age-group
dummies A based on the age of the household head and year dummies Y, as described in
equation (3). The alternative cohort-specification includes cohort dummies C instead of the agedummies, as described in equation (4).
I at = α + ∑ β a ⋅ Aat + ∑τ t ⋅ Yat + ε at

(3)

~
I at = α + ∑ β a ⋅ Aat + ∑ γ c ⋅ C at + ε at

(4)

t ≠1

a

c ≠1

a

The resulting life-cycle profile of inequality is then computed as follows:

IˆaT = α + τ + ∑ β a ⋅ Aat

and

a

~
IˆaC = α + γ + ∑ β a ⋅ Aat
a

The inclusion of the average year- and cohort-effect implies that the levels of our results can be
interpreted as the age-profile for an average year and an average cohort respectively.

Age-profiles in income inequality
The results for income turn out to be rather sensitive with respect to the chosen specification
(see figure 10). At the same time, the two inequality measures yield closely comparable results.
Based on the time-effects specification we find a relatively flat age-profile. Inequality is smallest
for the youngest age-groups. What follows is a two-step increase in income inequality towards the
age-group 30-34 and then again between age 50 and age 64. In between, the level of inequality
remains flat or decreases slightly. Inequality peaks for the age-group 60-64 and declines in the
following 10 years. The remainder of the age-profile is flat again. If we think of a baby-boom
generation moving through this stylized life-cycle, we can expect aggregate inequality to increase
as the baby-boom generation moves through their last years in the labor force and to revert to its
previous level as the baby-boomers reach age 70 and above.
18

By construction, age-, time-, and cohort-effects are perfectly collinear in a linear specification. Identification

therefore relies on assumptions or the functional form of the specification (see Deaton and Paxson (1994),
Brugiavini and Weber (2001), or Ameriks and Zeldes (2001))
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The age-profile estimated from the cohort-specification looks similar in its swings over the lifecycle, but tilted by about 25° to be strongly upward sloping. The clearly different life-cycle path
of inequality derived from the cohort-specification gives reason to investigate the underlying raw
data in more detail. It turns out that the major shifts in income inequality have affected essentially
only the working age population.19 Much of the results may therefore be driven by the
assumptions implicit to the regression model. Specifically, the specification implies that time- and
cohort-effects cause parallel shifts to an otherwise unaffected age-profile. The raw data suggests
that neither assumption is justified for all age-groups. While a closer look at the raw data is
probably the best way to understand the historical trends in inequality, the complex evolution
makes things somewhat more difficult for macroeconomic modeling. In fact, income inequality
over the life-cycle used to be much steeper in the past and has flattened out in recent years. Such
structural changes throughout the historical data used for the calibration pose a challenge for
projections.
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Figure 10: Age-effects in equivalized post-government income inequality
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The appendix contains a cohort-graph of the raw inequality data.
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Age-profiles in consumption inequality20
Consumption inequality does not exhibit the issues we observe for income inequality. Not only
the different inequality measures but also the different specifications yield quite similar ageeffects. We find a continuously increasing level of inequality over the life-cycle (see figure 11).
The age-trajectories are flat only between age 30 and 50 and then again beyond age 75. For part
of inequality trends in an aging society, the upward slope of the age-profile suggests that
consumption inequality will continuously increase over time as the population weight shifts
towards older age-groups. However, this effect is attenuated by the age-profile in consumption
levels. Specifically, average consumption levels after retirement are much closer to the population
mean than the consumption levels of those age-groups immediately before retirement.
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Figure 11: Age-effects in equivalized non-durable consumption inequality
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We only present results based on non-durable consumption including housing expenditures for brevity. The

results from our alternative definition show only minor deviations.
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Age-profiles in wealth inequality
Figures 12 and 13 present the results on life-cycle inequality in net financial wealth and net total
wealth respectively. Much more than for the case of income inequality, the results based on
different specifications and inequality measures yield different results.
Employing the cohort specification, we find a strongly upward sloping age-profile for both
wealth measures based on the variance. Looking at the results for the Gini coefficient, the general
life-cycle pattern resembles a u-shape. For financial wealth, inequality bottoms out around age 40
and the upward slope over the remaining life-cycle clearly dominates the downward slope among
the early age-groups. For total wealth, the pattern is shifted and tilted to the right. Inequality
levels decline until age 55 and increase only slightly thereafter.
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Figure 12: Age-effects in equivalized net financial wealth
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Looking at the results based on the time-effects specification we find the above age-profiles to be
clockwise rotated. However, there is a considerable amount of variation in the degree of rotation
to the age-profiles.
Overall, the results for life-cycle wealth inequality are strikingly ambiguous. Especially surprising
are the differences between the two inequality measures. The raw data exhibits a u-shaped cross27

sectional age-profile for both measures.21 At the same time, the different slopes over the life-cycle
of cohorts shed some doubt that wealth inequality actually takes a u-shaped path over the lifecycle. In fact, the age-trajectories of individual cohorts based on the Gini are mostly flat or
downward sloping, whereas the variance trajectories are remarkably upward sloping.
Furthermore, the raw data suggests only minor differences between cohorts based on the Gini.
Based on the variances of log wealth, we find the individual cohort trajectories much further
apart.
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Figure 13: Age-effects in equivalized net total wealth
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The different sensitivity of the two inequality measures with respect to extreme values may help
us resolve the puzzle and add further insights. The variance being more sensitive to outliers we
suggest that wealth inequality is rather stable across cohorts and over age with an exception of
extreme values. At the same time, the number of extremely wealthy households increases over
the life-cycle. Further, younger cohorts tend to contain more extremely wealthy households than
the generation of their parents did at the same age.
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A cohort-graph of the raw data is presented in the Appendix.
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VI. Relating the expansion of wealth inequality over the
life-cycle to savings, asset allocation and inheritances
We have documented in the previous sections, that wealth is much more unequally distributed
than income and consumption. In addition, wealth inequality has increased over the last decades.
Conceptually, both findings are rather unsurprising, as wealth is a stock variable. Changes to the
existing stock of wealth are first of all driven by savings and appreciation. Savings in turn depend
on income, which is highly correlated with wealth. Given that in Germany even among retired
households only one in four is actually dissaving, savings can be expected to have largely
dispersing effects on the wealth distribution. The same applies to appreciation effects. As long as
real returns are positive, the effects of asset appreciation on wealth inequality should also be
dispersing – at least in absolute terms. Hence, mainly inter-vivos transfers seem suited for wealth
decumulation. However it is arguable, whether the intergenerational transmission of wealth
through inter-vivos transfers and bequests has had equalizing effects on the wealth distribution in
the past. Kohli et al. (2005) compare the actual wealth distribution with a counterfactual where
they eliminate received wealth transfers. They find a slightly higher level of inequality in the case
without transfers. Westerheide (2004) investigates the propensity to consume out of received
transfers and finds it to be higher among the rich. Consequently, they both tend to attribute
wealth transfers an equalizing effect. At the same time, they both document a strong income and
wealth gradient in received wealth transfers. While poor households have profited more in
relative terms, the absolute differences in transfers received remain large.
Overall, all the above factors lead to a relatively small level of mobility within the wealth
distribution – especially compared to income – as shown by Jianakoplos and Menchik (1997).22
While there is a certain literature assessing the connections between life-cycle savings and wealth
inequality (e.g. Pudney (1993), Hendricks (2002)), we are not aware of a more comprehensive
analysis of the drivers behind wealth inequality in a life-cycle context. In the following, we aim to
fill this gap based on a parsimonious model of wealth accumulation which we apply to the
German EVS data.

22

Other analyses investigate wealth mobility as such (e.g. Edlund and Kopczuk (2007), Steckel and Krishnan (1997)).
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VI.1 A parsimonius model of wealth accumulation
Changes in wealth holdings over time can be classified into savings, appreciation and wealth
transfers. In a household context, also the formation and the dissolution of households will play a
role. Given that a well founded analysis of household formation effects on wealth holdings
should be based on panel data, we defer this question for future research.
We think of wealth accumulation as presented in equation (5):

at + 1 = at ⋅ (1 + rt ) + st + tt

(5)

Wealth in period t+1 consists of wealth in period t which has appreciated by the real rate of
return r. Further, savings s and net transfers t received in period t are added. This equation of
motion can be rewritten and expanded as follows:
R
G
∆at = at +1 − at = at ⋅ ⎛⎜ ∑ ϕ kt rkt ⎞⎟ + sqt ⋅ yt + tt − tt
1
2
3
⎝14
k
24
3⎠
t

(6)

t

rt

Thus, wealth growth consists of three components: First, there is the appreciation effect, which
depends on the real returns r of the k individual assets and their portfolio shares ϕ k . This first
component of wealth growth is often denoted as passive savings. Second, there is the effect of
active savings, i.e. the value of net asset purchases, net contributions to insurance contracts and
savings accounts, as well as net repayments of debt. This can also be expressed as the net savings
rate sq multiplied by the contemporary disposable income y , which illustrates the influence of
the income distribution on the wealth distribution. Last, there are net transfers which can be split
R

G

into received transfers t and given transfers t . In practice, these transfers can take the form of
inter-vivos transfers or inheritances.

VI.2 Estimating stylized life-cycle profiles of wealth accumulation
The above general considerations can easily be applied to a life-cycle context. In panel data we
would follow the savings and the portfolio choice of households over time. Thus, starting from
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initial wealth holdings we could add the observed active savings and the known net transfers.
Further, we could estimate the expected appreciation effects from the known portfolio allocation.
Given that we only have repeated cross-sectional data available, we revert to using groups of
households sharing the year of birth of their household head for the construction of a synthetic
panel. The household level data is replaced accordingly by cohort averages of wealth, savings, and
portfolio shares, as we observe them at different ages over time. We define cohorts such that
households from adjacent years of birth are grouped together. To provide insights into the
different mechanisms of wealth accumulation among households with high and with low savings
capacity, we further stratify the cohorts by their position in equivalized income distribution of the
cohort. Put differently, we ultimately follow the wealth holdings, the savings and investment
behavior of the top, upper middle, lower middle and the bottom of the income distribution of
each birth cohort over their pseudo life-cycles.
To actually interpret the life-cycle wealth growth trajectories of the cohorts defined as above, we
have to insure that cohorts remain homogeneous over time as far as possible. First of all, we
therefore exclude the East German sample and focus only on West German households.
Furthermore, households should ideally be attributed to the same cohorts in case they are
sampled several times over the years. The assumption that households remain in the same birth
cohort may not do too much harm. A household will only be attributed to a different birth
cohort if there is a change in the household head. Given that we define the household head to be
the oldest male, such a switch in household headship will essentially only occur if the household
head leaves the household or dies.23 The second assumption is a much more problematic one.
While the relative income position of households within a cohort tends to relatively stable
between age 35 and age 55, income mobility plays a more important role in the phase of job
market entry and exit. We therefore carefully interpret our results and discuss the direction of the
effects of income mobility.
For the actual projection of wealth accumulation we proceed as follows: For each birth cohort
and each year, we split the distribution of equivalized household disposable incomes in four
parts. The top income decile, the 7th-9th income decile (“upper middle”), the 4th-6th income decile
(“lower middle”) and the bottom three income deciles. In the following, we denote these
fragments of the income distribution as quartiles. For each quartile y of each birth cohort c at a
given age a we estimate the growth in wealth per adult capita over the following five years. We

23

In the absence of male household members we choose the oldest female to be the household head.
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choose a per adult capita measure to minimize the distorting effects of changes to the household
composition.24
For the actual estimation of the wealth growth through asset appreciation, we apply the observed
average portfolio allocation to the initial average level of wealth (see equation 7). For the real
returns of the individual asset classes, we deliberately decided against year-specific returns. The
fluctuations in nominal returns and inflation rates over time have been comparatively large.
Furthermore, we are foremost interested in the conceptual differences of wealth growth at
different ages and for households at different positions in the income distribution. Therefore,
incorporating the historical fluctuations in real returns seemed detrimental. We generally apply
equal asset returns for all income quartiles and age-groups, although differences in financial
literacy and restrictions in access to certain assets would imply an income gradient in asset
returns. The main reason is that we have no means to quantify the suspected differential returns.
An exception is housing wealth, where we estimate the differential growth rates for the income
quartiles from the EVS data.25

∆a

A
cya

5
⎛⎛
⎞
⎞
⎜
= ⎜1 + ∑ ϕ cyak r yk ⎟ − 1⎟ ⋅ a cya
⎜⎝
⎟
k
⎠
⎝
⎠

(7)

In the results below, we break down the appreciation effects further into real wealth, financial
wealth and debt.
To estimate the wealth growth through active savings we project the average annual savings s cya
of each cohort-age-quartile cell to the next five years (see equation 8). We thereby assume
constant savings over the unobserved following four years. Given the short horizon of the
projection of only five years, the inaccuracy induced by this assumption can be expected to be
small for the vast majority of age-groups. Given that over five years, the new savings already earn
interest, the projected five-year savings have to be augmented accordingly. For simplicity we
assume that the new savings are allocated like the existing stock of wealth and therefore apply the

24

Using plain household levels, our results would be strongly affected by household formation and dissolution.

Employing an equivalence scale which includes the children in the household, equivalent savings would depend on
the birth or the moving out of children over the life-cycle of their parents. Only in the case of death of an adult
where the remaining adult member inherits the stock of wealth using per adult capita measures can be expected to
have distorting effects on the life cycle wealth path.
25

The returns used for the projection are tabulated in the appendix, which also contains a description of our

procedures of estimating the differences in housing price growth across income quartiles.
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same rate of return. Furthermore, we include the additional appreciation of savings in active
savings although these wealth gains should conceptually be counted as passive savings.

5

(

S
∆a cya
= s cya ⋅ ∑ 1 + r cya
t =1

)

t −1

, where

r cya = ∑ ϕ cyak ⋅ r yk

(8)

k

Last, there are average net transfers received. If possible we would proceed equivalently to the
case of savings and project the known net transfers from the years of observation to the
following four years for which we have no data as described by equation (9).

(

) (
5

T
∆acya
= t cya − t cya ⋅ ∑ 1 + r cya
R

G

t =1

)

t −1

(9)

Unfortunately, we cannot distinguish bequests and gifts from support payments and other
income streams between households in all years. Thus, we initially restrict our core model to the
effects of active and passive savings. Total wealth growth of the cohort-quartiles over the
following five is therefore calculated by
A
S
∆acya = ∆acya
+ ∆acya

(10)

To get as close as possible to a comprehensive picture of the drivers behind wealth growth, we
add a cross-sectional breakdown of received inheritances based on the EVS 2003. While this
implies that we disregard possible cohort effects in inheritances it is simply the closest we can get
given the available data.

VI.3 Results for a broadly based cohort
Before turning to the stylized age-profiles, we have a look at the raw results for a single broadly
based cohort. The purpose is twofold: first, looking at the raw projections, we avoid the effects
of the assumptions involved in the extraction of age-effects. Second, we deliberately choose a
wide cohort for this exercise which includes households from 15 adjacent years of birth. Thereby
we aim to convey the best-possible impression of how the German population has accumulated
wealth over the last decades without entirely giving up the life-cycle context.
To do so, we focus on a cohort which we can observe over most of their working life, i.e. the
period where we would expect little intention to dissave and little changes to the household
33

composition through mortality. Specifically, we choose households headed by in individual born
between 1944 and 1958. We follow these households from 1983 when they are 25 to 39 years old
until 2003. By then, we observe the same cohort at an age between 45 and 59.
We employ two measures for the contribution of the individual pathways of wealth
accumulation. First, we use absolute wealth growth as derived above. This allows a comparison
of the orders of magnitude across income quartiles. To relate the absolute wealth growth to the
respective initial wealth, we additionally calculate growth rates. Specifically, we relate the absolute
growth by the individual components i over the following t years to total initial wealth for each
cohort-quartile-age cell. Finally, we annualize the growth rates and report compound annual
growth rates contributed by the individual drivers.

i
cya

CAGR

(

⎛
i
= ⎜ 1+ ∆acya
/ acya
⎝

) − 1⎞⎟⎠ *100
1

t

(11)

The key finding from our analysis is certainly, that wealth growth in Germany over the past 20
years was mainly driven by savings whereas passive savings have actually been negative (see table
1). Counting all wealth drivers together, households at the top of the income distribution
achieved an average annual wealth growth of 4.8 percent in real terms. Also the middle quartiles
were able to improve their wealth position, although at substantially lower rates of 2 and 1
percent per year respectively. If a household was stuck at the bottom of the income distribution
we project an average annual wealth loss of 1.8 percent per year. The composition of these
numbers turns out to be driven by high savings, a conservative allocation of financial assets, and
negative returns on real estate wealth.

The effects of active savings
Over a time span of twenty years, household from all parts of the income distribution have
increased their wealth by means of active savings. This applies even to households at the bottom
of the income distribution. Negative savings early in the life-cycle and when part of the cohort
was already approaching retirement are overcompensated in those years where essentially the
entire cohort was in their core working age. Looking at the higher income quartiles we find a
clear income gradient in the contribution of savings to absolute as well as relative wealth growth.
In fact, households that remained at the top, the upper middle, the lower middle and the bottom
of the income distribution over this time, would have increased their wealth by 5.2, 3.1, 2.3 and
0.8 percent per year.
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Table 1: Wealth growth by source at different positions in the income distribution (in EUR 2001)
wealth growth
initial wealth in 1983
18'758 €
active savings
passive savings
inheritances
total wealth growth
46'670 €
active savings
passive savings
inheritances
total wealth growth
66'953 €
active savings
passive savings
inheritances
total wealth growth
95'220 €
active savings
passive savings
inheritances
total wealth growth

total growth
1983-2003

20-year
CAGR

4'314 €
-11'372 €
118 €

0.8%
-3.7%
0.0%

-3'432 €

-6'940 €

-1.8%

8'544 €
-6'084 €
21 €

Income deciles IV-VI
11'736 €
10'533 €
-5'839 €
-5'719 €
17 €
62 €

35'963 €
-22'778 €
131 €

2.3%
-2.6%
0.0%

45 €

2'481 €

5'914 €

4'876 €

13'316 €

1.0%

11'613 €
-7'857 €
209 €

18'449 €
-8'807 €
164 €

Income deciles VII-IX
22'487 €
23'592 €
-8'543 €
-7'820 €
338 €
410 €

76'142 €
-33'027 €
1'122 €

3.1%
-2.7%
0.1%

3'966 €

9'806 €

14'282 €

16'182 €

44'236 €

2.0%

36'916 €
-12'089 €
1'865 €

56'139 €
-11'313 €
2'745 €

Income decile X
72'408 €
76'449 €
-9'355 €
-12'524 €
5'303 €
6'724 €

241'911 €
-45'282 €
16'638 €

5.2%
-2.5%
0.6%

26'691 €

47'571 €

68'356 €

213'267 €

4.8%

1983-88

1988-93

1993-98

-886 €
-1'974 €
4€

2'473 €
-2'786 €
13 €

Income deciles I-III
3'096 €
-369 €
-3'462 €
-3'150 €
15 €
87 €

-2'856 €

-301 €

5'150 €
-5'136 €
31 €

-351 €

1998-2003

70'649 €

Source: own calculations based on the EVS 1983-2003; Note: inheritances estimated based on cross-sectional
data from the EVS 2003, all numbers calculated in real terms.

The effects of passive savings
In contrast to active savings, which plays the expected role for wealth accumulation, passive
savings have in fact been dissavings in Germany. One of the reasons is the low return on real
estate wealth which does not even match the inflation rate. In real terms, housing wealth has
depreciated by an average annual rate of between 0.5 and 1.7 percent (see table 2). High income
households’ homes have seen a somewhat more favorable price development, leading to a small
income gradient in real wealth depreciation.
Additional to the unfavorable housing market, credit costs have depressed the total return on
assets for all income groups. The effect is especially strong at the top and at the bottom of the
income distribution. The reasons, however, are different. The poor suffer especially from high
rates of debit interest, as they hold more of their debt in expensive consumer credits. For the
rich, the large effects of debt are due to a higher leverage of their real estate wealth.
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Table 2: Compound annual real growth rates by wealth category (1983-2003, in %)

financial wealth
housing wealth
debt

I-III
1.1%
-1.7%
-3.2%

Income Decile
IV-VI
VII-IX
0.7%
0.7%
-1.1%
-0.8%
-2.3%
-2.8%

X
1.0%
-0.5%
-4.1%

Source: own calculations based on the EVS 1983-2003
Only for financial wealth there have been positive real rates of return over the last decades.
Somewhat surprisingly, we do not find the expected clear income gradient. In fact, the bottom as
well as the top income quartiles have outperformed the middle class. Overall, the real returns on
financial wealth as well as the differences across income groups are quite small. First of all, the
asset allocation is rather uniform across the income distribution. The largest differences can be
observed for direct stockholding. While the bottom income quartile held a maximum of 5.5
percent of its wealth in stocks in 1998, the same share has never exceeded 10 percent for the top
income decile. The fact, that asset allocation in Germany has remained rather conservative is
certainly the main reason for the overall poor performance of financial wealth.

The effects of inheritances
For the assessment of the importance of wealth transfers we rely solely on cross-sectional
information about inheritances from the EVS 2003. There is also information on other transfers
from private households, be we cannot distinguish alimony and other income transfers from
wealth transfers. The same applies to inter-vivos transfers to other households.
The averages reported in table 1 tell only part of the story: comparing average inheritances to the
wealth levels of a cohort, they seem almost negligible. Only the top income decile can be
expected to receive substantial amounts of wealth. Over 20 years, inheritances augment initial
wealth of the top income quartile by roughly 17 percent. Already the third quartile gains less than
2 percent of its initial average wealth by means of inheritances. While the unconditional means
look rather disappointing especially for the lower half of the income distribution, Kohli et al.
(2005) has shown that for those households receiving an inheritance, their relative impact on
previous wealth holdings may be quite considerable.

VI.4 Age-profiles in wealth accumulation by source
To elicit age-profiles from our repeated synthetic panel data we have to take a stand with respect
to time and cohort effects. As commonly known, age-, time- and cohort-effects are by
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construction perfectly collinear. Therefore, structural assumptions are inevitable. In the
following, we derive the age-effects under the assumption that there are no cohort-effects, i.e., we
only include time-effects in the regression. We chose time-effects over cohort effects as we
expect them to play a role for both key input variables – savings and portfolio choice.
Specifically, savings have experienced some fluctuations over time. For portfolio choice, we
observe quite similar trends towards more securities over time for essentially all cohorts.26 One
might argue, that also cohort-effects seem to play a certain role for portfolio choice but hitherto
this is much less the case for savings.

Age-profiles for the contribution of active savings
Figure 14 depicts the age-effects in absolute wealth growth through active savings over the
following five years. Wealth growth through active savings has the expected hump shape for
essentially all income deciles. Savings increase over the first half of the life-cycle. Peak savings are
reached at age 40-44 for the bottom income decile, and around age 50 for the higher income
classes. Savings drop steeply around retirement age and reach a local minimum between age 60
and 70. For the subsequent age-groups, savings increase once more. The most likely reasons for
this late increase in savings are health limitations which prevent households to consume more
(Börsch-Supan and Stahl, 1991), increased precautionary savings for the case of high health and
long-term care expenditures (Palumbo, 1999), as well as the non-sampling of institutionalized
households which can be expected to be among the strongest dissavers. The effects of
differential mortality within the existing sample have been assessed by Sommer (2008a) and have
been found to be small. Overall, it is evident that especially the rich do not consume the wealth
they have accumulated over the life-cycle in retirement.
Looking at the levels of new wealth accumulated through active savings, we find them to be
negligible for the bottom income deciles of essentially all age-groups. At certain ages, these
households have negative saving rates and are thus predicted to reduce their stock of wealth.
Over the entire life-cycle we estimate an average 5yr savings effect of -1150 €, i.e. a wealth loss of
230 € per year. The differences compared to the broadly based cohort which we have analyzed
above are caused by negative savings among the youngest age-group and the age-groups 50 and
above. Households who remain in the lower middle income quartile over their life-cycle can be
expected to accumulate close to 5’000 € by means of savings over a time span of five years. The
neighboring upper middle attains about double the amounts through most of the life-cycle. The

26

For a detailed disaggregation of the trends in household portfolios see Sommer (2005).
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gap between the second and the third income quartile widens only among the youngest agegroups and around retirement. On average, the third income quartile attains real wealth gains
over five years of 13’120 € just through savings. The saving levels of the top income decile are of
a different order of magnitude: their five-year savings never fall below 20’000 Euros and average
out at 47’900 Euros over the entire life-cycle.
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Figure 14: Age-effects for 5-year wealth growth by means of active savings
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To put the above absolute figures in the context of different wealth holdings over the life-cycle
and across income deciles, we now convert the above absolute wealth growth into growth rates.
The growth rates always relate to the initial wealth of an income quartile at a certain age. To give
an example: In real terms, the top income decile of the age-group 50-54 is projected to
experience an increase in total net wealth by means of savings of 5 percent per year over the
following five years based on their initial wealth at age 50-54 (figure 15).
The first feature of projected growth rates to catch the eye is certainly the clear income gradient.
In all age-groups, households from higher income deciles are able to increase their wealth at a
higher pace. The second finding from figure 15 is the trend towards lower growth rates as age
increases. Again, this comes with little surprise, as the annual savings flows become smaller and
smaller compared to the increasing stock of wealth which is accumulated over the life-cycle. Last,
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we observe substantial wealth decumulation through dissavings for the bottom half of the
income distribution among the youngest age-groups. The suspicion of borrowing against higher
future income levels is supported by the income and consumption data of these cohorts.
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Figure 15: Age-effects for contributed growth rate through active savings
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Generally, having in mind the life-cycle savings patterns in Germany, our results for active
savings contain no big surprises. The key findings are certainly that the bottom 30 percent of the
income distribution are unable to accumulate wealth through savings, as also documented by
Börsch-Supan et al. (2006) based on the SAVE survey. Furthermore, we find the expected clear
income gradient in wealth accumulation through active savings.

Age-profiles for the contribution of passive savings
Our analyses for passive savings yield essentially three key findings. First and foremost, we find
considerable depreciation effects between ages 20 and 55. Essentially only the top income
households are able to profit from passive savings, and only beyond retirement age. Second, the
performance of poor households’ portfolios is better than one might expect. Over the entire lifecycle, their returns on total wealth are level with the portfolios of middle income households.
Especially at young age, their portfolios even outperform the middle class. Third and last, we find
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a clear income gradient for the performance of financial wealth for the age-groups 35 and above
and a reversed income gradient for the younger age-groups.
We first look in some more detail at the u-shaped age-profile of projected passive savings.
Throughout the entire working life, we observe only wealth depreciation which peaks in absolute
terms around age 40 (see figure 16) and somewhat earlier at age 30-35 when looking at growth
rates (see figure 17). The key to understanding the negative and u-shaped age-profile are
mortgages. That is, depreciation effects play an increasing role among those age-groups with large
numbers of credit-financed home owners. As the outstanding debt is repaid towards retirement,
the depreciation effects decline correspondingly. In fact, wealth losses become negligible around
age 60 and remain so for the remainder of the life-cycle.
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Figure 16: Age-effects for wealth growth by passive savings
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Next, there are the low overall returns from passive savings. We have already highlighted the
reasons above in the context of the wide cohort. Apart from the debt effects, the poor portfolio
performance of households’ investments is largely due to a conservative allocation of financial
assets as well as the negative real returns on housing wealth. It turns out, that the differences
across quartiles are rather low throughout the entire life-cycle. The margin between the highest
and the lowest projected returns ranges from 0.3 to 0.9 percentage points. For most age-groups,
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the top income decile also attains the highest return on assets. The third and the second quartile
follow in the expected order at a certain distance. The main surprise in returns from passive
savings concerns the performance of low income households’ portfolios. Over all age-groups,
they never have the worst projected performance. Furthermore, the bottom income quartile
outperforms the middle income quartiles for a considerable number of age-groups. Before
coming back to the surprisingly good performance of the portfolios of young low income
households, we focus on passive savings from financial wealth. This seems especially worthwhile
given the overall predominance of credit-financed homes for the above results.
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Figure 17: Age-effects for contributed growth rate through passive savings
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Age-profiles for the contribution of passive savings from financial wealth
The estimated age-pattern for projected growth rates in financial wealth are depicted in figure 18.
Financial wealth contributes positive wealth growth for all ages and income groups. The actual
real rates of return vary between 0.7 and 2.2 percent. The life-cycle pattern is essentially split in
two parts. Among households below age 30, we observe an inverse income gradient and the
dispersion across income quartiles is comparatively large at a margin of 120 basis points.
Furthermore, it is here that we observe the highest returns. For the later age-groups, we observe
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essentially flat life-cycle profiles. Real returns are highest for the top income decile at roughly 1.11.2 percent per year. The lower income groups attain a real return between 0.7 and 0.9 percent.
The reasons for these low portfolio returns are the ongoing popularity of safe assets like savings
accounts and building society savings contracts among German households.27
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Figure 18: Age-effects for contributed growth rate through financial wealth appreciation
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Let us come back to the remarkably good performance of the lower income quartiles among the
young. One might speculate that the favorable asset allocation is driven by student households
which expect high income growth in the future and therefore reduce their investment in safe but
low return assets in favor of securities. Furthermore, we would expect these households to have
good knowledge about financial markets and therefore choose a more attractive long run
portfolio allocation. Looking at the distribution of educational attainments across income groups
supports the above speculation. For a solid understanding of the investment behavior of young
low income households we would require panel data though.

27

For a more detailed description of trends in German household portfolios see Sommer (2005).
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Cross-sectional age-profiles for the contribution of inheritances
As mentioned above, it is impossible in most EVS cross-sections to distinguish wealth transfers
from income transfers like e.g. alimony payments. Fortunately, the EVS 2003 allows us to
separate inheritances from other transfers. In the following, we present results for a crosssectional distribution of received inheritances over age. Specifically, figure 19 depicts the averages
of actual inheritances by income quartiles. The immense fluctuations indicate the difficulties
involved in the measurement of such extremely rare events.28 Although the differences between
the bottom income deciles are not significant for the majority of age-groups, the results suggest a
certain income gradient in received inheritances.
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Figure 19: Cross-sectional age-profile for average inheritances by income quartile
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We abstain from interpreting the age-pattern given the small number of observations at the
bottom of the income distribution and the high degree of noise in the data. Table 3 therefore
discards the context of age and focuses on the absolute and relative importance of inheritances
for the different income quartiles at all ages. We find higher income households to expect
substantially higher inheritances than households at the bottom of the income distribution. The

28

We dropped one extreme case for the bottom income quartile for the estimation.
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stronger income gradient for the unconditional averages compared to the average actual
inheritances implies that the rich are also considerably more likely to receive an inheritance in the
first place.

Table 3: Absolute and relative impact of bequests on wealth holdings by income quartile
1-3
average annual (uncond.) bequests
levels
average implied wealth growth
average annual actual bequests
levels
average implied wealth growth

income decile
4-6
7-9

10

1.90 €
0.03%

8.94 €
0.03%

67.22 €
0.17%

945.52 €
0.74%

2'927 €
51.4%

3'065 €
10.6%

6'551 €
17.1%

27'097 €
21.5%

Source: own calculations based on the EVS 2003
Putting these numbers in relation to wealth holdings, we arrive at similar results as Kohli et al.
(2005) and Westerheide (2004). Specifically, the actual incidence of inheritances has a much
stronger impact on recipients at the bottom of the income distribution than for their richer
counterparts. In fact, inheritances boost total wealth among households from the bottom income
quartile by an average of 51.4 percent. The corresponding effects for the next higher income
classes range only between 10.6 and 21.5 percent.

Issues and limitations of the above analysis
In the absence of panel data, any life-cycle analysis will be based on less-than-ideal solutions like a
synthetic panel. Especially the assumption that cohorts remain homogeneous over time is a
questionable one. Above, we have already discussed the possible effects of changes to the
household head and of differential mortality which we consider a minor concern for our analysis.
However, the interpretation of the above results becomes delicate through our stratification of
cohorts by income. Specifically, connecting the projections of equal income quartiles over age for
a life-cycle interpretation is dangerous given the degree of mobility in the income distribution.
That is, a considerable number of households will switch between different income quartiles over
their life-cycle. An example are university graduates, who tend to enter the labor market several
years later than the remaining population. Thus, these households will start from a rather low
relative income position. Their subsequent life-cycle earnings path is steeper so that they will
move up the income distribution. A similar case can be made for the job market exit. E.g. selfemployed households who do not receive a public pension may drop from an above average
income level to rather low post-retirement incomes. Thus, our results can only be interpreted as
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short run projections of average wealth growth of households at a certain age and a certain
income position. If we nevertheless follow income quartiles over age, we will tend to
underestimate wealth accumulation of households starting at the bottom of the income
distribution and overestimate wealth accumulation at the top.
The second important limitation of our analysis is connected to the assumptions involved in the
projections. As our use of common average real returns is aimed at the estimation of stylized lifecycle pattern of wealth accumulation, these projections are unqualified to replicate the actual
year-to-year changes in wealth levels. Furthermore, we ignore important aspects of inequality
within and between income quartiles. In fact, we most certainly underestimate the dispersion
between income quartiles as we ignore a possible income gradient in asset returns due to different
credit conditions and differences in financial literacy.
Overall, our results certainly depend strongly on a small number of factors: The high saving rates
which we observe for German households at all age-groups, their rather conservative asset
allocation and the poor returns especially on housing wealth over the past decades. Consequently,
the relative importance of active and passive savings can only be generalized to countries with
similar characteristics. Vice versa, we would expect quite different results e.g. for the United
States where real estate prices have evolved more favorably, where stocks are highly popular in
household portfolios, and where saving rates are considerably lower. However, the case of
Germany nicely illustrates the precarious wealth shrinkage in the case of leveraged real estate
ownership with low or real estate returns. Only the high saving rates of German households have
ultimately allowed a growth of net total wealth over the past decades.
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VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we document the trends in inequality for Germany over the past twenty five years
based on data from the German Income and Expenditure Survey (EVS). First of all, the results
are prepared to provide a benchmark for future macroeconomic modeling which increasingly
incorporates various forms of heterogeneity on behalf of the household sector. Against the
background of demographic change, OLG models play a particularly important role in
macroeconomic modeling. Thus, we take a great interest in the trends in inequality over the lifecycle to provide these models with benchmarks for the calibration of life-cycle behavior. At the
same time, our results can be employed to assess the prospects for inequality in an aging society.
Like in most important economies, income, consumption and wealth inequality have been on the
rise in Germany over the past decades. For international standards the growth in inequality has
been comparatively moderate in Germany, but so have been the growth rates in the
corresponding levels.
Consumption inequality has been almost constant over the last decades. Important drivers of
inequality have been the trend towards smaller households and the reunification. Correcting for
household size and other observable household characteristics, the residual level of inequality has
even declined slightly. Over the life-cycle we find a clear upward trend in consumption inequality.
The prospects for consumption inequality are therefore dependent on two countervailing factors.
The retirement of the baby boom generation will shift a large cohort away from the high preretirement consumption levels. At the same time, consumption inequality within this important
cohort can be expected to increase in upcoming years.
For income inequality, we observe a distinct upward trend in inequality which has only leveled
off between 1998 and 2003. The connections between income and consumption inequality seem
to be sufficiently close to generate almost identical trends in the parts of inequality which can be
explained by household characteristics. The main difference compared to income is the
increasing rather than decreasing level of unexplained income dispersion. Looking at the results
for income inequality over the life-cycle we find them to be somewhat sensitive to the chosen
econometric specification. Only two aspects emerge pretty clearly: before age 30 and between age
50 and 60, income inequality rises more strongly than for the remainder of the life-cycle.
Furthermore the raw data suggests rather strong positive cohort effects between the cohorts born
in 1930 and 1950. We observe them in the middle of their life-cycles, where the individual age
trajectories in income inequality have shifted pretty strongly towards higher levels of inequality.
Our results for wealth inequality differ considerably depending on whether we focus on financial
wealth or total wealth. It turns out that financial wealth inequality has grown double as fast as
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inequality in total wealth. Once again, a favorable development of inequality coincides with low
growth rates – in this case for real estate wealth. Compared to income and consumption
inequality, household characteristics can explain only a tiny part of the cross-sectional variation in
wealth inequality. Looking at the life-cycle pattern of wealth inequality, the results once again
depend strongly on the inequality measure and the econometric specification we choose. A closer
look at the raw data confirms the different results but hints also at a possible explanation.
Specifically, we find rather flat age-profiles and only little cohort differences based on the Gini
coefficient, which is not very sensitive towards changes at the extremes of the distribution. The
variance is much more sensitive to changes in the tails of the distribution and exhibits stronger
cohort differences and upward sloping age-trajectories. This indicates that most of the grown
inequality has happened at the extremes of the wealth distribution.
We conclude this paper by supplementing the above life-cycle effects in inequality with a more
detailed analysis of the drivers behind life-cycle wealth accumulation in Germany. To do so, we
simulate wealth growth of households at different age-groups and with different positions in the
income distribution by projecting their wealth growth based on active savings and their portfolio
choice derived from our synthetic panel data. To arrive at stylized pattern of wealth
accumulation, we apply average real returns to the observe portfolio allocation. In a second step,
we elicit age-trajectories based on a simple regression.
For active savings, we observe a strong income gradient. Except for the bottom income quartile
which is largely unable to save, all households receive their strongest wealth growth through
active savings. Total passive savings turn out to be dissavings over the entire working age and for
all income groups. The reason are mortgages which are taken up with the purchase of a home
and only paid back slowly towards retirement age. The actual real returns on housing wealth have
been negative in Germany over the past decades. Given the large share of total wealth invested in
the privately owned home the positive returns on financial wealth do not suffice to compensate
the negative effects from leveraged real estate wealth. Overall, the real returns on financial wealth
are rather poor and range between 1.3 percent for the top income decile and 0.7 percent for the
lower income groups. The underlying reason is the asset allocation of German households which
still holds fast to saving accounts and is cautious with respect to a higher exposure to the stock
market.
For inheritances we unfortunately only have cross-sectional data available. Based on the EVS
2003 we show that the probability of receiving a bequest as well as the absolute amounts of
wealth received increase strongly in income. The actual incidence of an inheritance has a much
stronger impact on wealth growth for low income households though. These results are in line
with the findings of Kohli et al. (2005) and Westerheide (2004). Yet over all households, the
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importance of average inheritances for wealth growth turns out to be small. Only for the top
income decile, the impact of inheritances is noticeable also for average wealth growth.
Overall, our results on the relative importance of savings, portfolio returns and inheritances for
wealth growth are certainly specific to the case of Germany. Especially for countries with lower
saving rates and a less conservative asset allocation like most Anglo-American countries, we
would expect quite different results. However, the unfortunate German case of negative real
returns on real estate accentuates the risks involved in leveraged investments. Only the high
saving rates have ultimately led to a growing stock of household wealth in Germany over the past
decades.
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Appendix I - graphs

.3

Figure A-1: Cohort analysis for the evolution of inequality in post-government income
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Figure A-2: Cohort analysis for the evolution of inequality in non-durable consumption
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Figure A-3a: Cohort analysis for the evolution of inequality in total net wealth
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Figure A-3b: Cohort analysis for the evolution of inequality in total net wealth
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Appendix II – assumptions and methodology
In the following, we shortly describe the assumptions used for the projection of passive savings
in section VI. We first tabulate the nominal rates of return and the inflation rates employed and
then turn to the estimation of differential real estate returns by income quartiles.

Nominal returns and inflation rates
Table A-1 documents the nominal returns and inflation rates underlying our wealth growth
projection in section six. We assume constant returns and interest rates for all cohorts at all ages.
Only for real estate, we differentiate between returns in the different income deciles.

Table A-1: Assumptions for nominal returns and inflation

1-3

income decile
4-6
7-9

financial wealth
saving accounts
building society saving contracts
stocks
other securities
life insurance
real estate

10

3%
3%
8.30%
5.95%
5%
0.87%

1.08%

1.27%

debt
consumer credit, installment credit
mortgages

11.57%
7.04%

inflation

1.90%

1.54%

Sources: MGI, Statistisches Bundesamt, own calculations

Estimating the rate of return on real estate for different income groups
The EVS contains data on the market value of real estate wealth as well as detailed information
on the primary residence. To avoid mixing price and quantity effects, we estimate prices per
square meter based on the sample of households which owns only one piece of real estate. The
compound annual nominal growth rates are then generated based on the median square meter
prices of real estate in the respective income groups between 1988 and 2003. Figure A-4
graphically illustrates the actual development of the square meter prices used for the above
calculations in Euros (2001).
56

1'4

in 1000 Euro (2001)
1'6
1'8

2'0

Figure A-4: Development of median square meter prices (in real terms)

1988

1993

1998

2003

year
income deciles 1-3
income deciles 7-9

income deciles 4-6
income decile 10

Source: own calculations based on the EVS 1988-2003
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